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Abstract:
Working Capital Management is expected to contribute to the high financial performance. The
main purpose of this study was to investigate the working capital management and its impact on
firms’ financial performance. The efficiency of working capital management was investigated
through the cash conversion cycle. The research problem focused here ― What extent the working
capital management influences on financial performance of the trading firms? ― A strong
significant relationship between working capital management and profitability has been identified
in previous research. It was assumed that ― The efficient working capital management has strong
impact on financial performance. ― The dependent variable Return on Assets is used as a measure
of profitability of financial performance and its’ relationship with working capital management
was investigated to find out the results. Samples of 9 trading firms have been selected from the
companies listed by the Colombo stock exchange using Statistical Package for Social Sciences
(SPSS), The regression analysis results show that the high investment in inventories and
receivables is associated with lower financial performance.
Keywords: Working Capital management, financial performance, accounts receivable, accounts
payable.
Introduction:
Working Capital Management ensures that firms square measure ready to meet their short-run
liabilities in AN acceptable and timely manner. This any makes it potential to curb the case during
which firms have accumulated unused resources that will not generate financial gain or stop the
inaccessibility of comfortable monetary resources to fulfill short-run monetary obligations. This
explains why it's typically argued that WCM is economical is incredibly vital to realize the
company's final goal of increasing enterprise worth. The importance of AN economical ERM of
sugar producers in Kenya can't be emphasized enough, because it is desperately required to extend
profit and drive growth. this can be a requirement for breakdown the country's state issues and
guaranteeing economic stability. Working capital management plays a crucial role in up the profit
of firms. firms can do best capital management by compromising between profit and liquidity.
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capital Management is that the ability to effectively and expeditiously manage short-run assets and
liabilities so as to maximize the come back on their assets and minimize the payment of their
liabilities.
The potency of capital management is especially crucial for producing firms, wherever a majority
of their assets square measure current assets. This directly affects the profit and liquidity of firms.
The trade-off between profit and liquidity is very important as firms square measure doubtless to
fail and go bankrupt if capital management isn't properly addressed. The importance of potency in
capital management is positive. Working capital is thought because the vitalizing power of each
economic entity, and its management is taken into account to be one in all the foremost vital
functions of company governance. Any organization, whether or not profit or not, no matter the
dimensions and nature of the business, needs the desired quantity of capital. capital is that the most
vital think about maintaining the liquidity, survival, economic condition and profit of the business.
Working capital management is one in all the foremost vital factors in creating liquidity and profit
comparisons between firms that involves selecting the quantity and composition of current assets
and finance them. the upper the relative proportion and cash equivalents, the lower the danger that
money can run out, with all alternative factors being equal. The capital management of an
organization part affects its profit. the last word goal of a business is to maximize profits. However,
maintaining the company's liquidity is additionally a vital goal. The matter is that increasing profits
at the expense of liquidity will cause serious issues for the corporate (Shin & Soenen, 1998). So
there should be a compromise between these 2 goals of the businesses. One goal mustn't be to the
hurt of the opposite, as each have they’re that means. If we tend to don't care regarding profit, we
are able to not survive to any extent further. If liquidity isn't necessary to US, we tend to could
face the matter of economic condition or bankruptcy. For these reasons, capital management ought
to be adequately taken into consideration and ultimately have an effect on the profit of the
corporate. Firms could have best capital that maximizes their worth (Afza & Nazir, 2010).
Review of Literature:
This article tried to conduct an empirical study of the producing company Indian Tobacco
Company Ltd. to assess the impact of assets on its profit over the amount 2002-2012. The impact
of assets on profit was examined by shrewd the correlation and regression coefficients between
the profit magnitude relation and therefore the assets magnitude relation.
Its effective provisions will contribute a lot of to the success of the business, and its inefficient
management cannot solely result in the loss of comes, however additionally to the final word dying
of what may somewhat be thought-about promising. Therefore, company governance is taken into
account joined of the foremost necessary aspects of the company's monetary management.
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The term assets stand for the part of the capital that's needed for the monetary work of the
corporate. We will say that assets is that the investment required to run your daily operations
swimmingly.
The quota analysis includes ways for hard and decoding money ratios to research and
monitor a company's performance. the fundamental inputs to the quantitative relation analysis area
unit the company's earnings report and record
The associate analysis and use ratios is taking part in a more and more vital role in financial
analysis and follow. Parties inquisitive about money ratios embrace shareholders, creditors and
also the management of a business. Each current and potential shareholder have an interest within
the current and future levels of risk and reward of the corporate, that directly have an effect on the
share worth. The creditors of the corporate area unit primarily inquisitive about the short liquidity
of the corporate and its ability to form interest and principal payments.
Working capital is associate degree integral a part of a company's daily business and so an
important quality to any business. the fundamental theme of capital management is adequate
support for the graceful and economical finance of traditional business operations. By final a trade
between the 3 dimensions capital, liquidity, profitableness and risk. Given the present competition
outside the tubular cavity, the corporate has no selection however to cut back the value of doing
However, it's controversial whether or not or not the capital of an organization, as claimed
by its finance and investment choices, affects its profitableness They argue that the inadequacy of
capital keeps mounted assets in firms. Obviously, a range of issues play an important role within
the development of arguments and counter-arguments during this regard. Against the background
of this tutorial burden, this study tried to guage this relationship between capital management and
10-year profitableness to research the pure mathematics lepidopterist insect within the amount
2009-2008.The importance of capital in associate degree trade wants no special stress. capital
refers to a part of the full found that funds the daily work expenditures throughout the operator
cycle. Work management is one among the foremost necessary functions of business management.
Economical capital management is that the most vital think about maintaining the liquidity and
profitableness of the concern involved. Gain as a proof of competitive conditions market and
conjointly for profits as an incentive. This reflects innumerable economic-theoretical textbooks
that speak of anticipated profits because the actuation that puts folks on the market, and of
complete profits as a proof that ought to result in longer-term changes of the market structure
through entry and enlargement of the present players. Moreover, it warns United States of America
to not investigate profitableness in isolation, however solely within the context of associate degree
overall assessment.
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Profits square measure simply a part that arises once the prices of a business are subtracted
from its revenues. you'll ne'er say precisely why the profits square measure high - they'll be high
costs that increase revenue or increase potency, cut costs, or even each. In fact, there's most
concerning the drivers of competition once you investigate variety. In order to drag the standard
implication of persistently high profits on a selected feature of the market that's damaging to
competition, one has got to make sure that it's that attribute, and not another, that causes the
discovered high profits. And since several options of a market have an effect on the revenues and
prices of companies, it's seldom the case to determine oneself. Our directions area unit clear. "At
bound times, profits of some corporations is also on top of the supposed 'normal level', as an
example because of rotary factors, transition costs or alternative initiatives, the very fact that some
corporations is also additional economical than that." others, the very fact that some corporations
could build profits from previous innovation. There are a unit many ways that to investigate the
measured profit. An additional ancient technique is to use applied mathematics analysis to spot the
most exogenous drivers of profit, as an example by decreasing the profit measurements for a
sample of corporations in an exceedingly explicit market over time against a series of market
structure or activity measures. These exogenous variables ought to, in essence, live the
characteristics of the market that might be damaging to competition. There is a 3rd style of analysis
which will take one or 2 totally different forms. One in every of these is usually named because
the "cash flow" analysis, that shows the various flows of cash between the varied players in an
exceedingly market.
This type of research isn't most concerning linking profits to totally different characteristics of a
market, however rather concerning understanding that styles of corporations conjure the profits of
explicit corporations, that product and services and that transactions seem to be most significant.
The analysis of the flow of cash conjointly helps to know the interrelationships created by market
transactions, and it also can be useful to know however the surplus generated by the market is
distributed among the various inhabitants. Similarly, associate 'activity analysis' of profit, that
identifies that activities performed by an organization contribute most to profit, helps to spot that
components of the worth chain area unit vital most significant and that activities dole out by an
organization appear to be the foremost important straightforward profit ratios and analytics that
assist you verify the presence of your business and compare current numbers with the historic
performance of your business. Once this essential information is in situ, you'll rate your business
against your competition and business norms.
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Objectives of the study;

1. To Investigate the combined result of the key figures on capital management and
profitableness with the wizard of multiple regression coefficients and multivariate analysis
equations and take a look at the importance of the regression coefficients.
2. To Confirm capital leverage to check the sensitivity of the ROI to changes within the
company's gross capital.
3. To Review of the degree of investment and therefore the turnover of capital, together with
the finance of current assets.
Methodology
Secondary sources square measure the opposite vital sources through that the information
is collected. Via the web, websites, magazines, articles and therefore the reports maintained by the
corporate.
Descriptive statistics of accumulated dependent and freelance variables. All variables were
calculated victimization accounting ratios. The payroll metrics were used as a result of the CMIE
information contains all metrics associated with the variables utilized in this study. Additionally,
the measure of profitableness may solely be supported the come on investment, not on the
questionable profitableness quantitative relation. To live liquidity management, eight varieties of
liquidity area unit used.
Correlation:
In general, correlation analysis makes an attempt to work out the degree and direction of the link
between 2 variables studied. If the variables during a quantity distribution have a cause and impact
relationship, there's a high degree of correlation between them. The correlation is termed "r". The
correlation is studied victimization the correlation formula of Karl Pearson.
N Σxy - (Σx) (Σy)
r = ------------------------------------------------- (Karl

Pearson‟s correlation formula)

√ (N Σx2 – (Σx) 2) (N Σy2 – (Σy) 2)

The Spearman correlation analysis is employed to see the connection between liquidity
management and gain. If economical liquidity management will increase gain, a correlation
statistic between the liquidity management measures and therefore the gain variable is to be
expected. Table three shows the results of the correlation coefficients and therefore the p-values
area unit given in parentheses.
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Linear multivariate analysis:
Multiple multivariate analyses could be a logical extension of two-variable regression
analysis. Rather than one experimental variable, 2 or a lot of independent variables area unit
accustomed estimate the values of a variable. The fundamental ideas, however, the analysis
remains identical.
Regression line of x on y is (𝑥 − 𝑥̅ ) = 𝑟 (𝑦 − 𝑦)
Regression line of y on x is (𝑦 − 𝑦) = 𝑟 (𝑥 − 𝑥̅ )
Data analysis:
Correlation analysis between selected ratios relating to working capital management and
return on investment.
YEAR

WCR

ATR

CTTR

CTSR

WTR

2009-2010

1.41

0.7

0.24

0.22

2010-2011

0.82

0.39

0.23

0.19

2011-2012

1.25

0.57

0.30

2012-2013

1.14

0.79

2013-2014

0.82

2014-2015

ITR

CTR

MCTR ROI(%)

18.76

1.09

4.48

-8.25

9.47

22.03

1.2

5.14

-7.48

0.17

27.84 13.51

25.78

1.7

5.58

-1.82

0.29

0.16

47.94 21.97

19.04

1.8

6.19

1.93

0.7

0.37

0.17

-26.36 23.93

13.82

2.15

5.76

8.73

1.33

0.73

0.37

0.19

20.17

1.28

20.63

1.9

5.03

7.11

2015-2016

1.64

0.79

0.33

0.23

10.95 12.37

19.60

1.42

4.28

-6.68

2016-2017

2.05

0.79

0.27

0.21

8.90 13.52

26.10

1.28

4.58

-10.99

2017-2018

1.52

1.25

0.36

0.25

11.59

9.27

24.40

1.43

3.97

2.29

2018-2019

1.72

0.69

0.48

0.25

9.47

8.35

25.09

1.93

3.99

0.76

Correlation

-4.31

.241

.604

-.238

.566

.084

-.222

.875

.349

1

2.721 14.164

20.198

-.688

T value of r

11.162 10.771

12.301 19.254

15.24 12.19

DTR

-24.10

3.700 9.217

Regression:
Variable

WCR
CTTR
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Regression
coefficient

-43.283
-158.109

Standard Error of
regression coefficient

15.186
202.587

‘t’ Value

Sig. t

-2.85
-0.78

0.104
0.517
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CTSR
-324.465
330.94
-0.98
0.43
WTR
0.296
0.247
1.196 0.354
ITR
2.066
1.065
1.939 0.192
CTR
28.917
48.34
0.598
0.61
MCTR
-23.96
8.079
-2.966 0.097
(Constant)
218.259
126.256
1.729 0.226
Multiple R=1.829 𝑅 = 3.345
S.E.of R=2.114
Adj. 𝑅 =0.290
Multiple Correlation and Multiple Regression Analysis Variables in the equation.
ROI=bo+b1WCR+b2CTTR+b3CTSR+b4WTR+b5ITR+b6CTR+b7MCTR
The higher than multiple correlation table shows that constant values and therefore ther ^
two worth = three.345 and adjusted r ^ two worth = -2.114. The parametric statistic was taking a
look at exploitation the foremost in style "t" test during this study. The beta variables used were
WCR, CTTR, CTSR, WTR, ITR, CTR, and MCTR, and therefore the ROI was used as a variable
quantity. This table shows that there's an awfully high degree of correlation between the CTTR
customary for the parametric statistic worth (202,587) and therefore the CTSR worth (330,94).
The CTSR could be a high negative worth (-324,465).
Findings:
The WCR of Indian Tobacco Company Ltd. is predicted to be one: 1 throughout the
study amount. It was 2.05 within the years 2010 and 2011 and zero.82 within the years 2012,
20013, 2014 and 2015.The correlation of WCR is negative. this implies that it's a negative
relationship with the ROI, i. H. -4.31. The "r" worth of the ROI is -0,688. this implies that there's
no linear relationship to alternative values. The correlation between DTR and ROI. It moves within
the negative direction. The "r" is -0.22 and also the ROI is one. The come-on investment of the
pure mathematics lepidopteron was negative. This implies that the capitalist doesn't good returns.
This will create the corporate weak within the market.
Suggestions
Corporations must always keep their ROI during a position wherever the ROI for the
corporate is higher. Corporations ought to conjointly maintain their ratio, as this may facilitate
corporations overcome the issues within the future. Negative assets imply that corporation’s square
measure unable to carry their current assets’-value or "r" must always be positive for every
quantitative relation. So, they need a point relationship with another person.
Conclusion:
The assets management and profitableness of the corporate showed each a negative and a positive
association. Of the 10 key figures elect for the study, 3 metrics, CTSR, WTR and DTR, showed a
correlation with the chosen ROI.
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The slopes of the ROI equation showed the positive and negative impact of variations within the
variable on the company's profitableness. Of the 5 regression coefficients related to DTR, there
was a negative impact on profitableness. The constant of multiple determination (R ^ 2) makes it
clear that seven.40 % of the whole fluctuation is within the profitableness of the corporate.
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